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The subject I am going to deal with is very important for your lives, for your living and 

for your liberty as a human being. It’s mainly about how you deal with your life to begin with.  
You may not give any importance to some things in life, but crisis and conflict is the subject of 
the day.  First starts the conflict; you start conflicting.  And conflicting reaches the stage in 
which it brings crisis.  Crisis, if they reach a point that you become neurotic, you cannot resolve 
them.  But if you become psychotic over them, they can absolutely destroy you.  But if you 
bring logic and reason into it then you can consider your pros and con.   

In the Ardas we say, bibek, which means rational.  The word bibek does not mean 
anything other than this. The exact dictionary meaning is that a Sikh should be rational.  Reason 
with your conflict.  Do not let it proceed to the stage of crisis.  If it even once becomes a crisis 
you are in much more trouble.  Because your magnetic psyche depends upon how you project.  
Question is not what you are, question is which chakra you are communicating with and what is 
the balance of your tattvas. 

You are made up of five tattvas.  If the ether is powerful then it’s all divine, and there is 
nothing to it. That's how ether is.  If it's air, fly over. That is, “this is a little thing, this is a very 
minor situation, it's not something worthwhile.” Understand?  If it's fire, that means, do it, 
don't do it, nothing doing—very fiery.  Water?  You have to do it; this is it.  Earth? No questions, 
said and done, nothing should change.  Now, that's how your inner energy is. 

The question is, which chakra is it coming from?  If it is coming from the sahasrara (the 
Crown Chakra) then you already know and acknowledge what another person thinks, says, 
deals with and understands; and you are going to say exactly what another person 
understands, you understand? It’s going to be absolutely easy, harmonious.  If you talk from the 
ajna, or the Agia Chakra (the Third Eye), then you will make an everlasting impact. It will be 
understood and there will be a tremendous truth behind it; there will be a force behind it.  It 
will make it very easy for another person to know.  If you are talking from the kant (the 5th 
Chakra), you will speak the truth, it will be bitter, it will be straight, and it will hit hard.  And if 
you talk from the heart it will be absolutely compassionate, logical, smallest truth. 

Now comes the point (the 3rd Chakra).  If you speak from here you may say something 
but it will have either a terrible sting or a terrible praise with it.  You understand?  Either it’s, 
“my lord, you are my love,” or “do whatever, but you are a bastard.”  You understand what I am 
saying?  There will be a conflict.  You will say great things but you will sting terribly.  If it is the 
Second Chakra, then the question is how you will control the finish.  The quality of the Second 
Chakra is not sex only.  Sex is a motivating force.  And what is the end of the sex? Ejaculation.  
That is, get it out.  What is after that?  That's it.  First Chakra is when you are dealing with the 
anger, the negativity, the fear, the scare, all out; you want the dirt.   
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But when we do our Ardas, our prayer, we ask for a lot of things.  One is we ask for 
bibek, that we should be rational, we should be reasonable.  And if you really want to 
understand then know this: whenever you will not talk reasonably you will create a conflict. 

Some people are very intellectual.  Intellectual people are not intelligent.  Don't mix the 
two.  Intellectual is not intelligent but intelligent can be intellectual.  It is a very fundamental 
thing for you. At least when you present yourself in bana, you present yourself as very special.  
And if you do not come through as special, you are the worst human being to deal with.  It is 
called outpost syndrome.  What is an outpost?  Five people, one little commander, a flag flying 
and little cannon going.  Now that little thing has to face the entire army on the first slot.  So 
when you are out as one person, and you wear the bana, you understand? And you wear white 
and you move out and you say sometimes hello, the other person expects you to be very 
disciplined, very knowledgeable, very confirmed, very set, very realistic, very truthful, very 
compassionate, very kind because the person feels that you are coming out in an extreme, 
outstanding discipline.  So the first impression you give to a person is that you are trusted.  
Now, the problem is if somebody doesn't trust you. You can discuss anything you want, but 
once you are trusted and you betray that trust you have absolutely a crisis on your head.  So 
you will never hit with a conflict, you will always hit with crisis. 

Once a Sikh gentleman had a contract here in New Mexico.  He did the job.  The job was 
good but not that good.  You know what the lady told me?  She said, “I know I did not pay 
much.  I know if I would have paid somebody else the job would have been not been that good.  
I know I should not say this to you, but you know he is a Sikh.” 

I said, “Then what?” 
“I don't know what I am saying, but I am saying he is a Sikh.” 
 “Yeah he is a Sikh.  Then what?” 
“He should have done better.” 
“How much better you expect him to do?” 
“You know, you people are always good, you are always good. You know, I didn't even 

ask him, I didn't check the price, I later on checked it, I know people give more on estimates, I 
understand, but I mean to say, he is a Sikh.” 

I called him and I said, “How much money did you make on this contract?” 
He said, “I lost twenty five bucks.” 
I said, “How come?” 
“I did everything I could do and my estimate was very, very little. I never wanted to take 

any advantage of her but I thought I will make two, three hundred dollars, I couldn't!”  
I said, “But she says you are a Sikh.  Now that is the price to pay.” 
He said, “All right, all right, I will repay it, she never told me though.” 
I said, “All right.”   
Seventy five more dollars and one day’s work he had to do because he is a Sikh.  I am 

just explaining to you that sometimes that is how much it costs.  You are expected to come 
through, now repeat it. 

Students: You are expected to come through. 
To other man’s expectation. 
Students: To other man’s expectation. 
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And that is why your problem sometimes becomes a great problem.  Because it is not 
that you are conflicting, it is the other man’s expectation in relationship to your performance. 
Your performance must carry, on the balance, with the other person’s expectation.  You wear 
white.  It is called satambar.  What you wear is satambar.  It is a sign of purity.  It is a sign of the 
Khalsa, purity.  Khalsa also means very, very special.  Very special, very pure—that is what you 
represent.  That's what you put on sale.  And later on, you do not remember it and do not come 
through, which will invoke another person’s first expectation.  Then that will become a conflict.  
But if you go on doing this, neurotically or obnoxiously, or you are snobbish, or those kind of 
qualities, then it becomes a permanent conflict.   

Conflict has stages: neurotic, psychotic and lunatic.  You know then what we say? Hey, 
don't discuss it, he is (Yogi Bhajan makes a hand gesture for crazy).  We don't even say it.  
Because then we say, “Oh, he is coming.”  Then we don't use our hands, we’re just out.  If the 
situation is so well known then we do; we avoid the person. 

Now, do you know how many people are lunatic in their behavior?  Percentage wise?  
People in conflict represent sixty percent; in crisis, forty percent, and people who are lunatics 
are thirty percent.  If you put all of them together they are more than a hundred percent.  Do 
you understand what I am saying?  That's what you have to deal with.  The psychological 
conception, Nyara, which Guru Gobind Singh represented, the word is “Jab Lag Khalsa Rahey 
Nyara.”  This pure person has to be new and elegantly new.  It is not naya.  It is niya araa.  
Consistently, Nyara means consistently new. What is consistent newness? It means that you 
have to be excellent.  And in this excellence the rational conflict will take place.  Rational, that's 
very important, and you should know that rational conflict will... 

Students:  Take place. 
Rational conflict is, Why do I have to do this? The whole world is not doing it, why me?  

Why me?  That is the greatest defeat of a human being.  Every person who has a very successful 
outgoing projection, inside feels, Why me?  I ask this question all the time.  Why me?  Why this?  
What I am doing?  What is in it for me?  Now this is absolutely inwardly rational.  There are two 
kinds of rational, outer rational and inner rational.  You always think of outer rational, you 
forget about inner rational. What happens is that you deal directly with outer rational, and 
inner rational you ignore. But if you ignore inner rational, you drop dead.  No, no, no! When 
your inner rational say as I say, why me?  Okay?  I ask myself, then who else?  I am just giving 
you an example. This question is always in me, Why me?  Then I say, Who else?  Then I say to 
myself, Wait a minute, you are blessed, you are son of the Guru, you have had all this come 
through you, let it go, it will benefit.  Not for your sake, it will help.  When you are rational, the 
inner reason, which is conflicting you, do not let that come to crisis. 

Remember, a woman who does not allow inner conflict to come to crisis is mostly 
successful.  But what does a neurotic woman do?  She will wind up her husband, she will wind 
up the neighbors, she will wind up other people.  Mostly the problem with woman is that she 
will take the inner conflict and represent it through some male or some female or somebody 
else.  It is called “inner conflict being expressed by outer body.”  Not by herself, she won't do it.  
And that is where women are very, very, very unhappy, because they switch on the other 
person. Either things are over done or under done, they are not doing it, they are not getting 
satisfaction in it, they are only conflicting.  It is called provoking somebody else for your sake.  
You understand what I am saying? 
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Mostly your relationship with your husband is to wind him up.  When he comes home 
you don't say, “Welcome, my lord, you must be tired. O God, you really must have sweated 
today, you must have gone through a crisis.” At the very least, the man is eight hours out and 
then he drives, bumper to bumper, comes home, and you are sitting there.  No, it is not your 
job, you know what job you have?  “Where are we going for dinner?”  His jaws are locked with 
tension, his eyes are red with smog, his nose is likely to bleed because of what he has done the 
whole day. He has lied the whole day or truthfully spoken the whole day or fought with the 
whole world and he is coming home—home.   

Home means amm, amma, mother. Home has two languages: ho means totality, maa 
means mother.  So home means where the total mother exists.  You know what home means in 
naad?  The sound home means, where the totality of nurturing exists.  When you come home, 
the conflict is like a child getting to the breast of the mother.  It’s the nurturing principle.  When 
he comes to the nurturing principle, the price is dinner.  Or, there are four telephone messages, 
one was your uncle, one was your aunt, your boss called . . .  You do not let the man sit and 
relax and be himself. You think only that you waited the whole day for him and you have the 
right, because you didn't call on your inner crisis or your inner conflict to change to the point of 
becoming a reception committee. 

Now, these days there are working women and working men.  They meet, too, right?  
Correct?  Man cannot afford to become a reception committee, it is not in his genes.  Do you 
know what you are doing?  You are asking a horse to become a monkey.  These neurotic 
conflicts, which we create with each other, are based on our misrepresentation of our identity.  
God made a woman a woman, so be it.  God made a man a man, so be it.  A man is not going to 
become woman, and a woman is not going to become man; there is a little bit in between both 
of them.  But it's not the majority.  There’s a little transvestite in both.   Woman wants to reflect 
as a man, man wants to reflect as a woman.  They both have that nature.  But ladies, God made 
you in a very special way.  He couldn't do a better job.  If He could have, He would have. 

One woman was telling me that her nose was too big.  It was another nose job situation.  
It is too big, and she is not pretty. 

I said, “Perhaps God didn't want you to be very pretty.”   
But I also asked her, “Do you think you are wise?” Because there are two qualities in a 

woman:  One is her face value, beauty; the other is her inner value, wisdom.   If a woman does 
not understand the wisdom-beauty value, her face-beauty value is very shallow, temporary and 
does not hold good for a long time.  I do agree that a person, a male, will be attracted to the 
face value, but he is attracted to the face value in order to go for the real value.  And whenever 
a woman doesn't have a real value she will use conflict, crisis and manipulation.  A woman shall 
not manipulate, she will never conflict, never cry, if her wisdom is in her grip.  Unfortunately, I 
cannot defend you on that issue, you have been given an overdose of wisdom.  By sensitivity, 
woman is very, very intelligent; by God’s will, she was provided with it and she uses it within 
her own self.  What is the affirmation?  Please repeat that. 

 
Students: God made me a woman, 
I am a woman to be 
Now, now, now. 
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Yogi Bhajan:  Again. 
 
Students: God made me a woman, 
I am a woman to be 
Now, now, now. 
 
Yogi Bhajan:  Hey! Am I so attractive that when I talk you just go to sleep?  Forget it.  Say 

it again. 
 
Students: God made me a woman, 
I am a woman to be 
Now, now, now. 
 
Yogi Bhajan:  Why “to be”?  God made me a woman is okay.  Why “I am a woman to 

be,” why do you say that?  When you say “I am woman to be,” it's an affirmation to get rid of 
your crisis and conflict, which are  within you.  And “now and now and now” is an elevating 
power to face the now.  You say it three times.  In the past I have done it, now I am going to do 
it, I am going to do it anyway.  Say it again. 

 
Students: God made me a woman, 
I am a woman to be 
Now, now, now. 
 
Yogi Bhajan:  That affirmation means what?  You recognize your ego to be God’s will.  

Listen, “nobody.” “Nobody,” say it. “Nobody, nobody, nobody, nobody,” can get rid of ego.  
Nobody can get rid of ego.  Nobody.  Nobody can get rid of ego.  Only you can convert your ego 
into God’s will.  Doesn't matter whether you are a Christian, you are a Jew, you are a Muslim, 
you are a Hindu, you are a Sikh, you are nobody, you are everybody, you are somebody, you are 
a Buddhist, you are Zoroastrian, I am not bothered about your religious brand.  Aspirin is 
aspirin.  Under what brand you sell it is not my job. 

I am just letting you know that this ego can only be transformed into God’s will; and it is 
God’s will that is transformed to the ego.  question is, how you understand it.  If you 
understand selfishly, then God’s will becomes ego for you.  I am a better Sikh, I am a better 
yogi, I am a better man, I am a rich person, this is all God’s will, all God’s Shakti given to you, 
which you are transforming to your own ego. Do you understand that when you say that, when 
you say, “it is all divine, it is all God’s, I am very pleased that I can serve it,” that is when you are 
transferring your ego to God’s will.  Your personal will is God’s will, chocolate covered by your 
ego.  Your chocolate-covered ego becomes God’s will, becomes pure, do you understand? 

Now, this is a woman.  This is a woman in reaction.  This is a woman in action: there is a 
inside crisis and conflict, and there are outside crises and conflicts, the problem is, you cannot 
face outside crises and conflicts if you do not resolve your inside crisis or conflict.  You cannot 
fight when you have a pain in the belly. Hey! If you have diarrhea you can't fire a cannon.  And if 
you try it you will never aim it right.  You understand the conflict?  Are you with me?  It takes 
that split moment that you understand what your inner crises are.    Resolve your inner crises 
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before you resolve your outer crises.  Give your inside a chance.  Speak to your inside.  Check it 
out.  If there is a fire in the house, you run out to extinguish the neighbor’s fire, and by the time 
you come back you will not have a home.  Do you understand that?  So rationally, do not 
reason with the outer world as long as you do not reason with your inner world.  Do not play 
your logic with the outer world if you do not play your logic with your inner world.  You have 
two worlds to deal with at the same time.  There is a woman within you, and there is a woman 
to be.  There is a woman... 

Students:  within you 
Yogi Bhajan:  And there is a woman... 
Students: to be. 
Yogi Bhajan:  Between these two situations you move all the time.  Do you understand?  

Now tell me, by raising your hands, how many times when you deal with things, you deal with 
them exactly that way.  Come on, be honest.  I want to have a sample.  You mean never?  And 
you are still married? It's a miracle.   

Man by temperament does not have a rational approach to life.  Man by temperament 
has a logical approach to life.  Man by temperament, by constitution, is not logical.  Most of the 
time he tries to be reasonable, and you try to become logical; and that is where you conflict.  
Now all you have to be is forty and you say, “I am over the hill, I am over the hill.”  But where is 
the hill? I don't know. 

I was counseling one woman who had a child. The moment the child was born she 
started winding her husband, telling him what to do.  Well, one day a serious conflict took 
place, and I was counseling them.  I asked, “Why do you feel so upset?  You love your child, you 
love your woman, you are in love with it, what is wrong with you?”  You know the word he 
used? 

He said, “She needles me.” 
Have you ever found a man needling anybody?  A needling woman and a nagging 

woman is called curable; a nagging woman is a curable cancer and a needling woman is called 
terminal cancer.  This is how men feel.  Do you understand what I am saying?  This is how men 
feel.  This is not how you feel.  Are you with me?  Now may I know how many of you are expert 
in needling?  And you are still married?  And how many of you are nagging?  Is it wrong to 
admit before me? This is a confession chamber.  Come on, come on, come on! How many of 
you are nagging?  How many of you nag once in a while?  Wow, that's all right.  How many love 
to nag and feel satisfied in nagging?  Now nobody wants to raise their hands.  And how many of 
you are needling?   

There is an inner conflict.  All right?  Inner conflict starts with why me?  Write it down, 
that's a very important word.  Inner conflict starts with  why me?  Inner crisis starts with why 
me? Always, again and again, time and again, what the hell, what the heck, who is this, what is 
this? O God, I am not going to take it.  That's the pitch:  Saa, Ray, Gaa, Maa, Paa, Dhaa, Nee.  
You know? Just like the musical notes; its very, very musical.  Inner conflict starts, then it is 
crisis.  You know what inner crisis is? O God, again!  Same thing; sun has risen, breakfast time, 
it’s another phone call, again.  God, this my mother-in-law, shoooooooooooot!   

Well, counseling you all the way I do, I remember how you normally express yourself. 
And then it’s, “Sir, sir, I have to talk to you.”  I say, “Well, my dear, what is it?” “My in-laws are 
coming in two weeks.”You understand this situation?  Two weeks.  I said, “But why are you so 
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weak?”  “No, sir, two weeks.”  They don't understand anything. They only want to hear what 
they want to hear.  Is that understood?   

So basically the inner crisis and inner conflict, inner conflict and inner crisis, whatever 
you want to call it, conflict starts the crisis.  Okay?  And conflict starts the crisis and crisis makes 
you hyper.  Crisis makes you... 

Students:  Hyper. 
Yogi Bhajan:  Hyper makes you? Hyper makes you? Hyper makes you? Hyper makes you  

. . . what? 
Hyper makes you insensitive; insensitive makes you numb; and numbness is your 

biggest defect as a woman. When you fail, when you divorce, you do not live, you do not 
handle, you do not understand, it is that numbness, by the inner crisis, you create. You happen 
to be a Khalsa woman, you happen to wear white, you happen to be pure, you represent this.  
The other person says, Well, O my God what is this?  Holy ______, I am not going to say the 
word, okay?  My forgiveness, because I am a holy man, right?  But you know what they say,  
Holy First Chakra!  What comes out of it?  Did I explain it right?   

I have seen one woman calling her father and saying, papa poop.  He called me, and 
said, “My daughter called me papa and said poop and hung up the telephone. What does it 
mean?”I said, “It's very suicidal, go immediately where she is and take care of it.”  

That's what you say, holy and then whatever.  So what I am saying to you is that God is a 
He, God is a She and God is an It.  Right?  Pronounce it.  Quickly. 

Students:  He-she-it 
Yogi Bhajan:  Fast. 
Students:  He-she-it 
Yogi Bhajan:  So, if He is not He, She is not She, It is not It, but when it's put together 

how does it sound?  Heshit.  If He is silent, you know what you are saying—and that's what your 
life becomes.  That is why you are always unhappy. All the wealth, all the comfort, all the cars, 
all the houses, all these social engagements,  this dinner, that restaurant, all that does not make 
you happy as a woman.  And you know the reason?  It’s not that you are not wealthy, or you 
are not healthy, or you are not intelligent, all these things  are given to woman by God.  But you 
have to understand that you have inner conflict also.  You have inner crisis also.  You learned to 
deal with it and never, as a woman, deal with it through other sources.  Inner conflict, inner 
crisis, do not deal with them by... 

Students:  other sources. 
Yogi Bhajan:  You know what other sources are?  This is what you say,  “I don't know.  I 

can't say it.”  When you say that it means you are looking for somebody to be used.  And that 
manipulating woman shall, in the end,  be the cause of her own disaster, defeat and 
destruction.  What are those three words I said?   

Students:  Disaster, defeat and destruction. 
Yogi Bhajan:  So when you get married, you do not handle your inner crisis and conflicts, 

you immediately start working through your husband, you start creating conflicts through him, 
crisis through him; you do the thing, you lay the number, and later on what happens?  One day 
he wakes up, he goes to a restaurant, or he goes to somebody’s house and he meets a woman 
who is non-manipulative.  They call it a straight woman.  And whenever such a man, who lives 
with a manipulating crisis  of a woman, meets a straight woman, he will never come home the 
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same.  Never.  He shall never again be the same. He shall never be what you think.  You will try 
to create the crisis, you will try to work through him, and he will start denying you; it is called 
the slipping away period.  And finally, you’ll call him, he’ll pay alimony, he even says he’ll pay 
one month extra.  Divorce fifty-fifty, he says seventy five percent because he wants to  get rid 
of you as fast as he can. And you be alone as you started, but you are forgetting one thing.  You 
have children to carry with you, you have memories to carry with you, you have romance to 
carry with you, you have love to carry with you. One day you style yourself, beautify yourself, 
dressed yourself up in the memory, in the love of that man, day by day, there is a panorama of 
that memory in your subconscious and then it is all gone.  It's all dead. In the woman’s aura, a 
man never leaves. 

Therefore corruption is not for you, it is for men.  Men are corrupt by nature and 
immune from it.  I do not know why God did it, I asked the question.  Perhaps He thought that 
that's the only way the man has to be.  Two things man cannot do:  He cannot conceive, and he 
cannot menstruate.  For four days you menstruate, or these days, five, because you do not 
wear the underwear properly, and you do not lock your uterus airs, so you menstruate 
irregularly.  If a woman gets wind in the uterus her menstruation will be irregular because the 
wind pressure will affect the ovaries, politely, slightly, but just enough that your menstruation 
will be out of tune.  However, that's your problem, not mine.   

What I am saying to you is that in that conflict, that physical crisis, you go to menstruate 
four days and you do not feel good, right?  Look at the man who menstruates all thirty days.  Do 
you understand?  Your estrogen balance changes four days, five days at most.  The ovulation 
takes place and then you come through, right?  Four-five days you feel bad, but look at the 
man.  Therefore try to understand that you have the first right to solve your inner crisis. Don't 
let it become a crisis, deal with it at the conflict stage.  And what do you say to that? Repeat it 
please. 

God made me a woman, 
I am a woman to be 
Now, now, now. 
This is a subconscious affirmation.  This subconscious affirmation should be in your 

memory.  Chitt-aavey.  In my memory, in my memory, it should always remind me I am a 
woman made in God.  Because of the crisis and the conflict I have to be a woman to deal with 
now, now, now.  Woman has no tomorrow who has no now, who has not today.  And why you 
are so powerful?  Because you are a woman, because you don't grow a beard, that's why?  No, 
not that way.  You are the channel for humanity, God’s creation and creativity, and so, too, the 
male’s, so, too, the man’s.   Read that shabad Guru Nanak wrote,   Bhand Jamee-ai,  Bhand 
Nimee-ai, do you remember that.  Can you read that?  I just want an instant spontaneous 
response.  I want to know how many of you remember and how many of you can sing it.  Come 
on, one, two, three, go. 

Do we have a tape?  Put the tape on.  This is the first time a renaissance took place 
when a man of God, by the name of Nanak, who became the Guru, put it out.  First, Nanak was 
not Guru, remember it.  He earned it. 

 
“Paari karee tapasya, vadey paag harsyo bann aayi” 
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“Reth Akka Ahaarkar, Rora Ki Guru Pari Bhichayi” 
 

Through the sand and the akk he purified through ahaar, Kriya, and he put himself on 
the bed of stones to understand the pain of the universe. These are the words: 

 
 
 

“Reth akka ahaarkar, rora ki guru pari bhichayi,  
Paari karee tapasya, vadey paag harsyo bann aayi” 

 
It was the grace of God that He merged with God.  This is the shabad of that Guru.  

Nanak means where there is no, no.  Naa-Nak.  It's simple Punjabi.  Put the tape on and please 
sing with it. 

When you sing this shabad it has the blessing to resolve your inner conflict and your 
inner crisis, doesn't matter how strong it is.  So sing it inward.  Sing it from here.  Sing it from 
the navel.  Okay?  And don't sing it like this, like it is coming from over there.  Okay? Think it is 
coming from over there, it is getting in you and it is circulating by the earth’s channel and going 
back.  Create a circle that way.  That's how you should chant, now play it from the very 
beginning. 

 
(Bhand Jammee-ai is played in class.) 
 
Circulate yourself. The word is bhand, bhand, it touches the upper meridian thirty six, 

and thirty six on the other side.  With that, the hypothalamus is stimulated enough to resolve 
the inner conflict right there and then.  Neurons exchange into the velocity and capacity, and 
the gray matter circulates in the brain.  If you utter the word bhand, bhand, they could have 
used the word woman, naari, stree, there are so many words.  But the word is, say it, bhand, 
bhand... 

Students:  Bhand, bhand, bhand... 
Yogi Bhajan:  Lips are very polite, tongue goes right to the upper palate and there, these 

are crisis, there behind that tongue it sits.  It is thirty six, thirty six meridian on both sides.  
Bhand, bhand, bhand... 

Students:  Bhand, bhand, bhand... 
Yogi Bhajan:  There is another Punjabi word, which means wait.  Bhand, bhand, bhand, 

bhand... 
Students:  Bhand, bhand, bhand... 
Yogi Bhajan:  There is a difference.  From bhand comes bhanda, bhanda means the one 

who carries all the scriptures on his shoulders and gives you all, everything, that's called 
bhanda.  And now pronounce the word correctly.  Because whenever you recite this you will, 
surprisingly, get out of your inner problem on the spot, in case you cannot make a phone call. 
And you do not want to pay, the logical, psychological, analytical, you don't want to go through 
it.  You want to go through the Guru’s way.  You want to go through the... 

Students:  Guru’s way. 
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Yogi Bhajan:  This is the Guru’s way.  This shabad stands firm to create neurological 
balance in one recitation.  And the moment your inner conflict and inner crisis are resolved, you 
have no problem with the outer crisis.  Why?  Come on, answer me.  No, outer crisis has 
distance.  Outer crisis are there, somewhere, inner crisis are within you, there is no escape. 
From the outer crisis,  there is a runaway escape, help can come in, you can put a buffer, you 
can calm down, you can quiet down, you can answer, or you cannot answer. You understand 
what I am saying?  But from the inner crisis and conflict, it’s very difficult to get out.  How do 
we get out in Guru’s way?  Something that is consolidated and solid, something that  shall work.  
Which shall... 

Students:  Work. 
Yogi Bhajan:  When you remember it.  Naam Chitt-aavey, first you have to find out that 

you are in crisis.  First you have to find that you are in conflict, and then this shabad you must 
remember.  And then you must remember its tune, it starts buzzing in you.  Naam Chitt-aavey 
means it has started doing this.  That is called Naam Chitt-aavey.  When you are in crisis and 
conflict, and you hear it, you know it, you feel it, you experience it, and as you start 
experiencing it, neurological changes will take place.  And as it takes place, you will be free from 
the inner crisis and conflict, then you can face anything.  That is the standard of a Khalsa 
woman’s behavior.  We expect you to be pure,  to be outstanding, you expect to be excellent, 
Nyara, “Jab Lag Khalsa rahey Nyara.”  Thou shall remain in excellence newness.  It means 
nothing can conflict you, nothing can inflict you, nothing can conflict with you—that is Nyara, 
and that is bibek.  You are rational to the point that you can get out of anything in absolute 
newness.  Mind you, “there is no reason to wonder why, there is but to do and die.” You have 
to do it, you have to stand out. Is there any person in the whole world who doesn't want to be 
excellent?  None.  And you can succeed, you can get off the crisis—middle age, youth, old age—
you can get all these crises as a woman. 

Guru provided one shabad for you, exclusively for you.  I wish I could go and say I need 
another shabad for me, too.  But for you there is a shabad, why?  Why especially you?  Because 
you have the capacity to be a mother.  Your mother principle is not only recognized but it is 
respected, it is revered.   You may never have a child, you may not like to have a child, you may 
hate to have a child, but the very factor that you are the channel of God, the very factor that 
you are considered the channel of humanity, the very factor you are to be a mother.  Guru 
Nanak did us a favor.  He recited a shabad in your honor.  In that honor, in that ultimate 
creativity, in the creativity of the Adi Shakti, in the creativity of the Pritam Bhagvati, in the 
creativity of the Sarb Shakti, in that creativity where he recited the mool mantra, “Aad Sach, 
Jugaad Sach, Hai Bhee Sach, Nanak Hosee Bhee Sach.” 

Where he completed that truth, he also completed and gave you this so that your inner 
conflict may always be resolved by your own grace.  You don't have to be dependent, you don't 
have to be a beggar, you don't have to go to a psychiatrist, to a psychologist, you don't even 
have to consult your very own  husband, because he does not have the estrogen equal to you. 
He doesn't menstruate.  He doesn't ovulate.  Do you understand that he looks different?  Do 
you understand your husband looks different?  Why do you want him to be like you?  And why 
do you want to be like him?  What's going on?  Are you with me?  Keep the husband, the man, 
the lover, whatever, the boyfriend, God knows what you want.  Whatever you want, keep him 
as him and keep you as you, then ‘us’  becomes a very vital force.  All right, understood? 
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In India, a session takes place, what do they call this psychoanalysis session?  It's called 
peanut hour.  At about three o'clock, all the women finish their work, come out, put out the 
charpoys, bring those outside beds out and have peanuts. They eat and they talk about each 
other problems.  So naked are those problems that I can't repeat them. They counsel each 
other, and they advise each other. Who can be a better counsel than your own self?  I wish at 
that hour they should recite this shabad and get away with everything.  But they don't, they 
talk.  How is your husband? What did he do? How was your last night? I see a blue mark on 
your forehead, did he hit you or did you fall somewhere?  They photogenically, psychologically, 
reasonably, invokingly and provokingly go through the whole thing. Because at five o'clock, the 
office is closed, and they all get ready  to receive.  Even the working girls have their lunch hour.  
They don't discuss weather. In America you discuss the weather; in India they discuss personal 
inner crisis.  At lunch, they eat and they talk; and their chitchat is exactly forty five minutes, 
which is psychological analysis, right?  And that is how they do it. Every woman knows 
everybody.  That's another problem.  They all know.  But the funniest part is they never say that 
they know.  They keep what they call professional courtesy.  You understand professional 
courtesy?   

The basic problem with a woman is not the woman outside, not the woman as she is, 
the woman within the woman, the woman with inner crisis with inner conflict.  Where you get 
those crises?  Your insecurities come when your father has not given you the support and the 
image of what a father should be, so you want that support from the husband.  You will be 
demanding, dragging to the extent that you will almost freak out.  Your mother can conflict 
with you.  Your father can conflict with you.  Images can conflict, there are a lot of things. As 
you nurture yourself, as you grow yourself, what you expected you didn't get, what you didn't 
get as you grew,  you believe you should get when you get married, from the opposite sex.  So 
your husband is also a personification, a mixture of your mother and father.  Now you want a 
husband for sex, for romance, for blah-blah-blah, that's a very temporary thing, mind you, 
that's not reality.  But when you release your subconscious, all your subconscious conflicts need 
to be fulfilled.  And that fulfillment you proceed and project toward your husband, and you 
want the result.  Are you with me?  You understand what I’m saying?  You understand what I 
am saying?  You don't like it I know.  I know you don't like it.  But that's a reality.  Because the 
law of life is the law of life is the law of life; it has to be fulfilled in experience, within this body.  
The planet Earth is a sensory planet.  Therefore it's very sensational.  Therefore there are 
feelings, there are emotions.  “Oh no, you ignore me.”  You understand that?  Say it... 

Students repeat:  “Oh no, you ignore me....” 
Yogi Bhajan:  Now close your eyes and imagine your husband, boyfriend,  any male you 

are presently in love with, or you are not, create it.  Okay, all right, got it, all right now, you say, 
“oh no, oh no, oh no... 

Students repeat:  Oh no, oh no, oh no... 
Yogi Bhajan:  There has to be symbol; I want the symbols in the upper palate to be 

touched so that neurological change may take place so I can ask the subconscious to release 
itself.  Do it right.  Oh no, oh no, oh no... 

Students:  Oh no, oh no, oh no... 
Yogi Bhajan:  What else?  Oh no, you ignore me, ignore me. All right? Say it. 
Students:  Oh no, you ignore me, oh no, you ignore me... 
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Yogi Bhajan:  All right, say it again. 
Students:  Oh no, you ignore me. Yogi Bhajan:  Say it again. 
Students:  Oh no, you ignore me.  
Yogi Bhajan:  Say it again. 
Students:  Oh no, you ignore me. 
Yogi Bhajan:  Now behind that man you have put before your eyes while saying it, put 

your father behind in image.  And now say it. 
Students:  Oh no, you ignore me, oh no, you ignore me... oh no, you ignore me... 
Yogi Bhajan:  Okay, open up your eyes. Do you understand what I am saying?  Did you 

have an experience?  I am not asking because you should. If one person gets it, my God, there 
are so many things that yes, they may be saying phony, who knows? But the fact is, if you put 
the man you are in love with,  and you are asking him to understand that he ignores you, and 
you project that image right behind that, and if you also substitute the image of your father you 
shall have the experience of what your deflecting defeat is.  Because what you didn't get from 
your father, you are trying to get from your husband. Your husband is not your father.  
Therefore, to recharge your identity you start becoming mother.  It is called mothering and the 
men all say, don't you mother me.  Do you know where that comes from, that mothering?  That 
comes from the inefficient ignorance or being ignored by your father and the outcome of that is 
you start mothering the man you love.   

Say it again, what I have said.  Lecture me. I am to be lectured, come on, all of you 
lecture me. I didn't say it that way.  Lecture me, tell me. You have the capacity to mother a man 
you love, correct?  Where does it come from?  You must know the source.  When you are 
ignored by your father, when you are ignored by your father that unfulfillment, that... 

Students:  Unfulfillment. 
Yogi Bhajan:  You want to fulfill through the man you love, it's called husband or 

boyfriend. There are so many things here.  You understand that?  And when you do that, you 
are not a complete woman to begin with, so how can you have a complete effect?  Got the 
idea?  Something you have discovered or something you have known or something you are just 
amazed at?  Mothering is the incomplete love of the father.  No woman shall mother who has 
in the complete love of the father. 

Because the father has a mother, and you came out of your mother.  Father has a 
mother.  You have a man.  Understand that behind that man, what you are projecting to your 
own man indirectly is your father. The father, according to your judgment, or your need, or 
your expectation, who faltered; and this man is going to pay for it.  He is going to pay for it by 
your mothering techniques.  You understand?  How many of you know that you use this 
mothering technique?  Raise your hands.  See, look around.  They all do it.  This mothering the 
husband comes from... 

Students:  the unfulfillment of the father. 
Yogi Bhajan:  Yes. 
It comes from the father, who was, according to your standard, insufficient.  According 

to the father’s standard, he may be over sufficient.  I am not blaming fathers.  I am not going to 
create a guilt, because in the Khalsa, guilt does not exist.  I am not interested in how wrong I 
am, I am interested in how soon I can be right.  So I am not going to inflict guilt here.  I am not 
going to leave with it, so there is no guilt.  Your father might have been most loving and most 
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fulfilling according to his standard.  The majority of you always flip out when your father dies.  
So do men, because when the physical body dies, coexistence breaks.  After all, you are from 
the same spermatozoa, the same zigzag into a circle.  The psyche breaks and that creates a lot 
of conflict in the subconscious psyche of every woman.  Parental death is very effective, but 
mostly ignored.  Nobody wants to deal with it.  With a woman, my mother is dead, my mother 
is dead, my father has died, my father has died.  No, part of you died with it.  It's like a minor 
heart attack.  You can never be the same.  These things we ignore.  Intentionally, we pretend to 
be very macho and say, “Well, he was eighty-eighty years old.” 

Let me tell you a story. King Akbar conquered all of India; he was very peaceful and his 
reign was considered a golden period. Nobody ever got bothered, and it was so wonderful.  
After a while his mother died.  When the Mother dies, naturally they mourn seventeen days, so 
he mourned seventeen days but he wouldn’t come to the court, he was crying like a mad man.  
So his Grand Vizier, Birbal, said, “Wait a minute, what are you doing? This is Muslim rule, 
normally your son will take over, things will go wrong, and you don't want that, come to the 
court.” 

He said, “I don't want court, I won’t do anything; I am not in it.” 
Finally he persuaded him to come to the court. 
He said, “I will come to the court if somebody can recuperate my loss.  And if you can 

get that done I will come to the court.”  So Akbar came to the court, he sat down with all his 
jewels and all that stuff.  And people came and condoled him and bowed to him with, “Sir, my 
lordship, my life giver,” O God, you know, all those adjectives which goes with your royal 
highness and your big this thing, your fatness and your smallness and however that goes. It 
went on and on and on and on and on and on; naturally that was the first court, so everybody 
has to come.  Ten o’clock in the morning until six in the evening it continued.  Akbar told Birbal, 
“Stop this court ritual, let me go and sit with you.”  So both sat down.  He said, “Birbal, you son 
of a “so and so,” you promised me that today it will be recuperated, what recuperation took 
place?” 

He said, “My lord everybody came, bowed to you, condolence was paid...” 
King Akbar said, “Not a single one came and asked me, “Akku how are you?”  His name 

was Akbar.  His mother never called him Akbar, she called him Akku.  Nickname.  “Is there 
anybody in the entire domain of mine who has the guts to call me Akku?” 

“No.” 
 “How you can tell me that you can replace it?  There was one person in the whole 

universe, frail, absolutely bent, underweight, sickly woman and I am the mightiest king.  But she 
never called me by any adjective, by any title, and even not my full name.” 

 
Sat Nam Tero Puro Pur Bhala. 

Nickname, God’s nickname is Sat Nam. 
 

Kirtam Nam japey meri jeeba, Sat Nam tera Puro purbla. 
Beyond, yonder than the yonder, Puro purbla. 

 
Every other name is active name through which you experience God.  Sat Nam tero Puro 

purbla, it is your name, it is your buddy name.  It's a nickname, it is that name which has no 
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equivalent.  Isn't funny in Jaap Sahib there are all the names.  Do you find Sat Nam there?  What 
is the first line of the Jaap Sahib? Start from that.  [students recite Jaap Sahib] 

Yogi Bhajan:  Guru says what can I call you but karam Nam, I am going to remember you 
for your action names. The whole Jaap Sahib you read, they are all karam Nam.  Kirtam Nam.  
Wahe Guru is a mantra of the trikuti, ecstasy.  And Sat Nam is Puro purbla.   

Akku, your royal highness, your extreme kingness, you are the king of so and so, you are 
this, you are that, you the all great king, Akbar . . . Right?  That's his cycle of titles.  Like Siri 
Singh Sahib Bhai Sahib Har Bhajan Singh Khalsa Yogiji and somebody says. “Hey, Bhaji.”  You 
understand that?  I think there were four, five people in my life who called me Bhajan, and 
effectively, they called me that way.  The rest was all titles and sir and this and that.  That is 
nothing to do with me.  One was my mother, one was my grandfather. Do you know my father 
never called me by that name.  You will be shocked.  My father never called me Bhajan.  Kakaji, 
never called me by my nickname.  My mother, my grandfather, my teacher, and one officer 
under whom I trained in my department—that's it as far as I remember.  In sports they never 
called me Bhajan, instead they called me Bhajo, which means run, because I was the fastest 
runner.  Actually Bhajan means divine song.  It's the most beautiful name Guru gave me, Har 
Bhajan the divine song of the infinite, and that is what turned me over.  When I understood 
that my spiritual name is Har Bhajan, I said, let me do it.  I was in the middle-age crisis, and I 
didn't have the shabad which you have, Bhand Jamee-ai, you know what I mean.  Bhand Jamee-
ai, Bhand Nimmee-ai, you understand that; this is all for you, not for me.  I’ll just read it.  But if I 
read it it will even dissolve my conflict with a woman.  So if a man reads it, his inner conflicts 
with a woman are dissolved; if a woman reads it, her inner conflict shall be dissolved.  This is 
the one shabad, itself. 

There are two things in Siri Guru Grant Sahib which you should very admiringly 
understand:  One is the shabad about Narayan and the other is this shabad, on this bhand.  
Why the word bhand has been used?  What does bhand means?  Universal container.  Bhanda 
pav, amrit Tattal.  Word bhanda comes from this word bhand.  When it is an infinite container 
it is bhand, when it is a known container, it is called bhanda.  So to begin Guru recognized you 
as an infinite container.  Bhand jamee-ai, bhand nimmee-ai, understand? 

Your quality as a creative mother, where I will write that?  Woman is the channel of 
God, that means a bhand.  And in Japji you read that bhanda; you understand the sequence?  
Therefore, when the crisis comes to be, conflict already has taken place.  Therefore handle it at 
the conflict stage.  You follow?  I think we can make a subliminal tape out of that.  What do you 
think of that?  If all the women sing and we put it together in a very directive manner, and we 
put the overriding on it and we get into a thunder form with a thunder voice.  It cannot be done 
with the ocean, the ocean is too female.  If we can, then it will be good for men.  But if we take 
it as a wave, some constant wave, that will be good for female.  Perfect.  It's a suggestion. 

All right, now we are going to sing.  Is there a version of it without English so that we can 
go through it quick?  No?  Oh wait a minute, ragis are here, right? That is the music of it.  Haa, 
tha, haa tha, haa tha, sun, moon, sun, moon, sun, moon, you know?  They will create the sound 
anyway.  All right, understand that?  And do you have the shabad before you?  All right go 
ahead please, by yourself, one, two, three, go. 

Put yourself into it, don't feel shy.  Louder.   
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Wait a minute, wait a minute, wait a minute. They are going to do kirtan at seven thirty, time is 
up, right? Let them sing the song.  Let them sing this kirtan right.  Perfect, hey ji.  God bless you.  
Free me of this, thank you very much.  That will be very good. 
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Overcoming Conflict and Crisis as a Woman  
Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi Bhajan® 
July 15, 1987 
 

 
Sit in Easy Pose and sing the shabad, Bhand Jamee-ai 
by Guru Nanak Dev Ji.  “Just one complete recitation 
removes all inner conflicts.” Approximately 11 minutes. 
 
BMif jMmIAY BMif inMmIAY BMif mMgxu 
vIAwhu 
BMfhu hovY dosqI BMfhu clY rwhu 
BMfu muAw BMfu BwlIAY BMif hovY bMDwnu 
so ikau mMdw AwKIAY ijqu jMmih rwjwn 
BMfhu hI BMfu aUpjY BMfY bwJu n koie 
nwnk BMfY bwhrw eyko scw soie 
ijqu muiK sdw swlwhIAY Bwgw rqI cwir 
nwnk qy muK aUjly iqqu scY drbwir ]2] 
 
Bhand jamee-ai bhand nimee-ai bhand mangan vee-aaho. 
Bhandho hovai dostee bhandho chalai raaho 
Bhandh muaa bhandh bhaalee-ai bhandh hovai bandhaan 
So keo manndaa aakhee-ai jit jameh raajaan 
Bhandho hee bhandh oopajai bhandhai baajh na ko-eh 
Naanak bhandhai baaharaa ayko sachaa so-eh 
Jit mukh sadaa saalaahe-ai bhaagaa ratee chaar. 
Naanak tay mukh oojalay tit sachai darbaa-eh (2) 
 
From woman, man is born; within woman, man is conceived; 
to woman he is engaged and married. 
Woman becomes his friend; through woman, the future generations come. 
When his woman dies, he seeks another woman; to woman he is bound. 
So why call her bad? From her, kings are born. 
From woman, woman is born; without woman, there would be no one at all. 
O Nanak, only the True Lord is without a woman. 
That mouth which praises the Lord continually is blessed and beautiful. 
O Nanak, those faces shall be radiant in the Court of the True Lord. || 2 || 
 
Comments: This is a Shabad that has the blessing to resolve your inner conflict and your inner crisis, no 
matter how strong it is.  So sing it inward.  Sing it from here.  Sing it from the navel.  Word is bhand, 
bhand; it touches the upper meridian; thirty six on one side and thirty six on other side, and with that the 
hypothalamus is stimulated enough to resolve the inner conflict, right there and then.   

This is the Guru’s way.  This Shabad stands firm and creates neurological balance in one 
recitation.  The moment your inner conflict and inner crisis are resolved you have no problem with the 
outer crisis.  Guru provided one shabad for you, exclusively for you.  Why you, especially?  Because you 
have the capacity to be a mother; your mother principle is not only recognized but it is respected, it is 
revered. You may never have a child, you may not want to have a child, you may hate a child, but the very 
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fact that you are the channel of God, the very fact that you are considered the channel of humanity, the 
very fact that you are a woman,  Guru Nanak recited this shabad in your honor.  In that honor, in that 
ultimate creativity, in the creativity of the Adi Shakti, in the creativity of the Pritam Bhagvati, in the 
creativity of the Sarb Shakti, in that creativity where he recited the mool mantra, 

“Aad Sach, Jugaad Sach, Hai Bhee Sach, Nanak Hosee Bhee Sach.” 
As he completed that truth, he also completed and gave you this so that your inner conflict may always be 
resolved by your own grace. If, when you are in crisis and conflict, you hear it, you know it, you feel it, 
you experience it, a neurological change will take place; and as it takes place you will be free from the 
inner crisis and conflict, and then you can face anything.   
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